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Campfire Storytelling
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March 17, 2024 06:00 AM in Central Time US
 
Our Campfire conversations were well-received the last two years. They provided an
opportunity to share meaningful events from the previous year with people from around
the globe. In the creation of a new story for the coming decades, this importance of
seeing the broad picture and hearing the experiences of individuals from all parts of the
world cannot be underestimated.
 

We welcome you to join us in our yearly celebration of life experience. A group of us
linked to the ICA came together the last two years to share our journey through the years
of the pandemic and to experience solidarity in our human experience.
 

We are doing it again!
 

This is not a training or marketing event. It is a time to BE together in a pitstop of life as
we explore our diverse interests and concerns. Think of it as an oasis – a reflective
break. March 17/18, 2024 we will meet around our virtual campfire to hear the stories of
the past and our anticipations for the future. Remembering and honoring the events that
are shaping our life journeys. Two sessions will be held to encourage participation from
all time zones.

Registration links can be found here. 

To attend the sessions, a registration is a MUST. We will send reminders at 48hours, 24hours and 1 hour
ahead of each session to get more attention.  

Announcement

https://icaglobalarchives.org/social-research-center-events/
https://icaglobalarchives.org/social-research-center-events/


Annual Reports
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Here are annual reports from Nepal, the United States and 
ICA International for your review and enjoyment:

Review the ICA Nepal Report here

Review the ICA USA Report here

Review the ICA International Report here

Annual Reports

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H1P1RzWeAsDa2ii0hYdbYX5g1FvKYrrk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RtXkyJfHJcw-o7JxxHhubC_0RxexD6Zr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VX6Gsln62nugtV9xe2dkQ7sfhelKmvDe/view?usp=sharing


Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICAs) from all over the Asia Pacific Region gathered for the
Annual Regional Meeting in Talegaon, Pune, India from 3rd-6th December 2023. The
Asia Pacific Regional Conference (APRC) was hosted at the Environmental Education
Center/ ICA India Training Hall. The conference was participated by ICAs from
Australasia, India, Japan, Nepal, Taiwan, and others, as well as ToP practitioners,
facilitators, I/NGOs, organizations, and Individuals. The main purpose of the conference
was to understand, explore innovations, and share the experience of each ICAI National
and Associate member on the themes of Environment and Climate Change, Youth as
Facilitative Leadership, and Social Discourse.

On the first and second day, the ICAs gathered to share their Country Report, and sorted
out strategic points to be discussed in the next few days. On the third and fourth day,
various ICAs presented their current project and future visions. Altogether 15 papers
were presented during this seminar both face-to-face and virtually and a series of
reflections, Q&A sessions, and discussions took place. The presentations included depth
sharing of opportunities and challenges for applying ToP for holistic development on
their ongoing projects. 

Click here to read the full report. 

Asia Pacific Regional Conference 
on Participatory Engagement
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ICA Asia Pacific  

Empowering Authentic & Sustainable Transformations

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zq1eTk0h_mxY1UVD-s9qlk3gM9HmEGEY/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zq1eTk0h_mxY1UVD-s9qlk3gM9HmEGEY/view?usp=drive_link
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Asia Pacific Regional Conference

Environment

Accelerate Neighborhood Climate Action
(ANCA) Working in Denver, Colorado and
Redlands, California

Drought Resilience Program in India
Click HERE to read the full report.

Tackling Climate Crisis in Nepal 
through ICA Approaches
Click HERE to read the full report.

The ANCA Denver report written by Sunny Walker 
can be read HERE.

The ANCA Redlands report written by Linda Hamilton 
can be read HERE.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z2J7oPMcOv0Xt1b2WX_cTE2SJdpnMHq6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cESCw8jfkg3hYTCl6OFtZh1NpEpo043r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/114bmNi-l3mJU9RNSopRzFT530BVeBXZW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hm8syWIi6kZa7MdQ_WGpCOyCXaSpEdf-/view?usp=sharing
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Asia Pacific Regional Conference

Social Discourse

Revealing the Power of Dialogue in
Organization and Community Transformation
Cases from “Dialogue Impact Award” 
CP Yen Foundation Taiwan | Co-sponsor ICA Taiwan

The Dialogue Impact Award is an annual program honoring communities and
organizations that illustrate the power of dialogue in their practice. In the past 5 years,
we have had the honor to award nearly 50 cases from all sectors. The cases cover all 4
of the focus areas but we want to focus the sharing on the impact of CP Yen DIA on
Authentic Civil Discourse

CPYF is a Taiwan based not for profit organization, established in 1999. Its mission is to
“Foster the art of dialogue Facilitate positive social change”. Since 2020 we have
experienced unforgettable years because of the global pandemic of COVID-19, the
issues of relationship and interaction between all people are discussed in advance. All
possible work-life and learning style are practiced in advance. Living in a large
interdependent system, only dialogue can start cooperation. Only cooperation can
solve complex problems. To create a world of sustainable development and authentic
community, we need multi-stakeholder cooperation. And it all starts with listening to
each other, genuine dialogue and thinking together.

Click here to read the full article. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iE7J_khE1R1MkBkRmkZTkjEyf1BLMoZU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iE7J_khE1R1MkBkRmkZTkjEyf1BLMoZU/view?usp=sharing
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Asia Pacific Regional Conference

Youth and Family

Learning Basket
Click HERE to read the full report.

Nepal Youth Wing
Click HERE to read the full report.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1te2a3EhG00H9ip01ZvWzd47gtO-dmQZS/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YyDYRzXpxUVoDkmJOBbakptvLBRdfyVw/view?usp=sharing
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icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

Transforming Mentalities was the name of the 15th International Forum of NGOs in
Official Partnership with UNESCO and ICAI kindly accepted the invitation to attend. It
took place in Paris on the 24 & 25 January 2024 in the UNESCO headquarters.

Transforming Mentalities
The delegates were introduced to the work of ICAI through a practical session on the
power of image and its role in developing internal change to address conflict and build
positive futures. This was given by Catalina Quiroz and Cecila O’Dwyer with the precious
support of Kevin Balm in the preparation and follow-up stages. 

The delegates learned about how the power of method image method was applied in
education, corporations and leadership, among others. They also learned about the role of
messages and value filters and how they can impact behaviours. A Q&A session ensued.

The session then closed with an invitation to identify powerful images for transforming
mentalities through the ICA’s Consensus Workshop Method which would take place the
following day. 

ICA International

Consensus Building Workshop

mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com
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icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

Day 2 of the forum

Twelve international participants from various NGOs take part in the workshop Day 2. This
was facilitated by David Bishop with Cecilia and Catalina providing precious co-
facilitation support. The objective was presented as follows : 

“The objective of today's workshop. is to explore, identify and share key powerful images
that transform mentalities. It is also to allow you to experience good participatory practice
and the power of image change in transforming mentalities."

The Consensus Workshop Method was presented as: 

"... a way to reach consensus where all participants feel their ideas, insights, perspectives
and their wisdom have been honoured. It is a moment for both individual reflection and
sharing of ideas. "

With the help of UNESCO staff, solutions were quickly found to overcome the ban on
sticking anything whatsoever to the walls and the enthusiasm of the participants quickly
saw the quasi-disappearance of two heavy screwed-to-the-floor rows of tables and chairs
in concentric circle layout.

The opportunity to take part in such a process was greeted with open arms by the
participants and they quickly rolled up their sleeves, starting noting and headed to the
sticky wall to get talking. The consensus workshop method won out once again allowing the
group to find an answer to the focus questions which was : 

"What powerful images were shared yesterday that transform mentalities?"

The workshop ended bang on time to a round of applause.

A member of the NGO-UNESCO liaison committee attended part of the session concluding
that more time should have been granted to us. Our participation was evoked in the
closing session as was the importance of participatory processes in UNESCO. We received
an official thank you from the NGO-UNESCO Liaison Committee after confirming that the
participants had really enjoyed the session.

Thanks go out to the ICAI UN Relations committee for their help in making this happen
and in particular Kevin Balm who provided a considerable amount of support in the
preparation stages. 

David Bishop: contact@davidbishop.fr

ICA International

mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com
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icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

In 2023 ICA:UK continued to support local organisations in Africa through our Village
Volunteers (VV) sponsorship scheme. This year we were able to support two such
organisations with grants in November 2023.

Support for Community Response (SCR) was set up by ex-ICA Kenya staff members in 2009.  
SCR supports communities in their response to health, food, water, sanitation and land
challenges, primarily in the Kwale and Kilifi Districts (Coast Province) of Kenya. Village
Volunteers supported the training of 13 people in ToP methods. The training was run by Patrick
Mbullu and Nathan Andika with the aim of developing a pool of facilitators ready and able to
work with SCR, either as volunteers in their community programmes or as paid consultants/
facilitators as SCR seeks to generate income through the sale of facilitation services. The
follow up on the training to meet these aims is still continuing. 

The Kombuni Water Development Self-Help Group in Makueni County of Machakos District
(Eastern Province) of Kenya. Set up in 1999, the group is active in tree planting, building sand
dams and other community activities. Following the finalisation of a curriculum for the training
of community-based Climate Change Educators at the ICA Africa meeting in 2022 (also partly
supported by VV), the Kombuni group gave us the opportunity to support one aspect of the roll
out of this curriculum. The training was run by Patrick Mbullu and Grace Muia, and was
attended by 21 participants from three self-help groups and the local Ward (a small
administrative area) Climate Change Committee. 

The grant included small amounts of money for the self-help groups to use as they seek to apply
what they have learnt in the training, and this work is being followed up to get a better
understanding of the impact of the training.

In 2024 we are planning to expand the VV scheme with the intention of being able to
support more such organisations and projects, as we continue to believe in the key role
that such local organisations play in guiding and supporting any ongoing community
development process. 

ICA UK

Derek Mcauley, ICA:UK: dmca123@aol.com

Practicing the Focused Conversation method in 
the community - part of the ToP training for SCR

Participants from the Climate Change training, pictured
outside the Kyanduya Community Technical Training

Institute, where the training took place.

2023 and 2024

mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com
https://ica-uk.org.uk/village-volunteers/
https://ica-uk.org.uk/village-volunteers/
https://www.scrkenya.org/
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icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

Uptown Schools, like McCutcheon Elementary and Uplift Community High School, focus on
shaping future leaders and emphasizing environmental sustainability. Both institutions
follow the STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) approach,
fostering critical thinking and student dialogue.

McCutcheon Elementary, led by Principal Kahindi Longmire, impressed the ICA with a
hydroponic planter growing 20 vegetables. The school is showcasing its new
playground, a renovated garden with fresh planter boxes, and an exciting music
program. Initiatives like Spirit Week for Earth Month and upcoming projects like a food
waste challenge demonstrate their commitment to climate action. 
Uplift Community High School's "Let it Grow" program and the solar-powered
apartment for students with intellectual disabilities caught the ICA's attention. TJ
Pavlov, the ECCE and STEAM Program Manager, shared plans for additional garden
plots at the front of the school. Uplift launched its Environmental Pathway Program in
January 2024, offering students Truman College credits and summer internships.

Uptown Schools

ICA USA

Sierra Johnson, ICA USA: sjohnson@ica-usa.org 

mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com


icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

To see four types of events: studies, significant conversations, training and
impactful global events visit the Global Schedule at:

https://icaglobalarchives.org/social-research-center-events/

Remember, YOU are invited to:
1- Offer a presentation you are interested in giving;
2- Recommend other people to present;
3- Participate in any of the events and encourage your friends to attend; and
4- Give feedback by emailing: icaglobalschedule@gmail.com

The vision for the Global Schedule of Events is to make this easily accessible
and globally friendly to all no matter where and what!

Alan, Karen, Robyn, Sunny, and Virginia 
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Global Schedule of Events

mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com
https://icaglobalarchives.org/social-research-center-events/
mailto:icaglobalschedule@gmail.com
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